
 
AGENDA 

2020 Charter Review Committee 
May 4, 2020 at 5 p.m. 

Meeting held via Microsoft Teams & 
Livestreaming on: YouTube 

 

 

 

1.   Pledge of Allegiance 
 

2.   Roll Call 
Jeff Berquist, Jade Castile, Judy Corso, Adriana DeLuca‐Guerra, Alex Jones, Kurt Kresser, 
Tom LaMarca, David Mack, Dru Meredith, Duffy Milkie, Melanie Murray,  Lisa  Sortino, 
Conor Whelan and Kima Yandell 

 
3.  Approval of Minutes 

March 5 and 11, 2020 
 

4.  Audience Participation  
             (Questions and/or Comments will be submitted to the Clerk and  
              read into the record.)  
 
5.  Discussion: Charter Sections 17 – 43 

 
(17) Law Director and assistants 
(18) Department of Finance & Audits 
(19) Accounting procedure 
(20) Assessments and licenses 
(21) Payment of claims 
(22) Certification of funds 
(23) Money in the fund 
(24) Emergencies 
(25) Expenditures 
(26) Sinking Fund Trustees 
(27) Civil Service 
(28) Other boards and departments 
(29) Advisory Boards 
(30) Salaries and bonds 
(31) City Manager; appointment 
(32) Powers and duties 
(33) Heads of Departments 
(34) Platting Commissioner 
(35) Limitation of assessments 
(36) Improvements by direct labor 
(37) Sewer, water and gas connections 

   

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Sandusky+City+Commission+channel
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5. (Continued) 

(38) Expenditures in excess of $2,500 
(39) Time of making contracts 
(40) Modification of contracts 
(41) Bids in excess of estimate 
(42) Contracts ‐ when void 
(43) General disqualifications 

 
6.  Old Business 
 
7.  New Business 
 
8.  Next meeting: May 13, 2020 at 6 p.m. 
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City Commission President Dick Brady called the meeting to order at 5 p.m., after the Pledge 
of Allegiance. 
 
The Clerk called the roll and the following members were present:  Jeff Berquist, Jade Castile, 
Judy Corso, Adriana DeLuca-Guerra, Alex Jones, Kurt Kresser, Tom LaMarca, David Mack, Dru 
Meredith, Duffy Milkie, Lisa Sortino, Conor Whelan and Kima Yandell.    
 
Members absent:  Melanie Murray. 
 
Staff Present: Eric Wobser – City Manager, Dick Brady – Commission President, Trevor 
Hayberger – Law Director and Kelly Kresser – Clerk.   
 
INTRODUCTIONS 
Each of the members in attendance provided a brief introduction of themselves.  Dick Brady 
noted Melanie Murray had another commitment this evening and provided a brief introduction.   
 
WELCOME 
Dick Brady welcomed all of the members of the Charter Review Committee and thanked them 
for accepting this appointment.  He explained the City Charter is the framework or the blueprint 
for how our city operates. The people who authored this document did not expect it to be 
stagnant, they expected change, and that is why we are here.  An amendment to our Charter in 
1989 established the five-year review of the charter.  The first review took place in 1995 and has 
taken place every five years bringing us to this point in time. His expectation is during this 
exercise, the members will review every paragraph of this document.  Some sections will require 
no revisions, some may require extensive revision. This is designed to be a three-part process. As 
a committee and after reviewing the document, they will vote on these recommendations to be 
sent to the City Commission. The Commissioners will then review these recommendations and 
vote on those they wish to place on the ballot this November. The electorate makes the final 
decision as to which amendments get implemented. We are all working for the same customer: 
the residents of this city.  Any resources deemed necessary to complete this task will be provided 
by Commission Clerk Kelly Kresser who will be the contact person for these resources.  The 
process is meant to make us a better government and Dick Brady asked each of the members to 
thoughtfully and thoroughly consider which revisions will have a lasting impact on our city’s 
government. Now is the time to help write Sandusky’s story to shape its future. This is an 
important task and he knows each member will be diligent in their efforts and looks forward to 
the recommendations this committee will make when the review is complete and again thanked 
the members for their passion for our city, and for the time devoted to this committee. 
 
ELECTION OF CHAIRPERSON 
Dick Brady asked for nominations from the table for the position of Chairperson of the Charter 
Review Committee and said if multiple persons are nominated, a roll call vote will be taken with 
eight votes being necessary for appointment.   
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Tom LaMarca nominated Duffy Milkie who accepted the nomination. There being no other 
nominations from the floor, Dick Brady said the nominations are closed and asked for an official 
Roll Call.  Roll call on the nomination: Yeas: Jeff Berquist, Jade Castile, Judy Corso, Adriana 
DeLuca-Guerra, Alex Jones, Kurt Kresser, Tom LaMarca, David Mack, Dru Meredith, Duffy 
Milkie, Lisa Sortino, Conor Whelan and Kima Yandell, 13.  Dick Brady announced Duffy Milkie 
will serve in this capacity.   
 
ELECTION OF VICE CHAIRPERSON 
Dick Brady asked for nominations from the table for the position of Vice Chairperson of the 
Charter Review Committee. Jeff Berquist nominated Tom LaMarca who accepted the 
nomination. Conor Whelan nominated Dru Meredith who accepted the nomination.   
 
Discussion:  Trevor Hayberger said each member should vote for only one person, starting with 
Tom LaMarca who was nominated first.  Because this Committee has 14 members, a majority 
vote would require at least 8 votes to become Vice Chairperson. Alex Jones asked who will break 
a tie for a committee made up of 14 members and Trevor Hayberger said a majority would be 
considered with eight votes. 
   
Roll call for Tom LaMarca:  Yeas: Jeff Berquist, Jade Castile, Judy Corso, Adriana DeLuca-Guerra, 
Alex Jones, Tom LaMarca and David Mack, 7. Nays:  Kurt Kresser, Dru Meredith, Duffy Milkie, 
Lisa Sortino, Conor Whelan and Kima Yandell, 6. Dick Brady said this nomination fails.    
 
Roll call for Dru Meredith:   Yeas: Kurt Kresser, Dru Meredith, Duffy Milkie, Lisa Sortino, Conor 
Whelan and Kima Yandell, 6. Nays:  Jeff Berquist, Jade Castile, Judy Corso, Adriana DeLuca, Alex 
Jones, Tom LaMarca, David Mack, 7. Dick Brady said this nomination fails.   
 
Dick Brady asked for new nominations from the floor for the position of Vice Chairperson.  Tom 
LaMarca nominated Alex Jones to serve as Vice Chairperson. Duffy Milkie nominated Dru 
Meredith to serve as Vice Chairperson.   
 
Roll call for Alex Jones to serve as Vice Chairperson:  Yeas: Jeff Berquist, Judy Corso, Mr. Jones, 
Tom LaMarca, 4. Nays:  Jade Castile, Adriana DeLuca-Guerra, Kurt Kresser, David Mack, Dru 
Meredith, Duffy Milkie, Lisa Sortino, Conor Whelan and Kima Yandell, 9.   
 
Roll call for Dru Meredith:  Yeas:  Jeff Berquist, Jade Castile, Adriana DeLuca, Kurt Kresser, David 
Mack, Dru Meredith, Duffy Milkie, Lisa Sortino, Conor Whelan and Kima Yandell, 10. Nays: Judy 
Corso, Alex Jones, Tom LaMarca, 3. Dick Brady announced Dru Meredith would serve as Vice 
Chairperson of the Charter Review Committee.    
 
DATES FOR FUTURE MEETINGS 
Duffy Milkie said based on the information provided by each of the members, the first Monday 
of each month seems to be a good date for everyone on the Committee.  After some discussion 
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about availability on other days of the week, it was decided the meetings would take place on 
the first Monday of each month in April (6), May (4), June (1) and July (6), as well as on the 
second Wednesday of each month in March (11), May (13) and June (17). Because the first day 
of April falls on a Wednesday, the second meeting in April will be held on April 15.  The meetings 
will begin at 5 p.m. and have a soft end time of 7 p.m.   
 
IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUES  
Duffy Milkie said at the next meeting, he would like to set protocols about how to conduct 
meetings and believes there should be a defined list of which Sections of the Charter will be 
discussed and the members be ready to discuss each respective section at each meeting.  This 
will allow for the members to spend most of the time coming back to certain Sections which 
might warrant more discussion before coming to consensus.  He suggested looking at 12 to 15 
sections during each meeting might be a good place to start to get used to the process;  it was 
decided Sections 1 – 16 would be discussed at the first meeting.    
 
REMARKS 
City Manager Eric Wobser welcomed the members and thanked them for their service to the City 
of Sandusky.  As a way of background, he said Sandusky is a City Manager form of government 
with several elected City Commissioners who are elected to four-year terms.  There are two 
Charter positions who report directly to the Commissioners including the City Manager and the 
Commission Clerk. The 2015 Charter Review Committee made this one change to place the 
positions of Law Director and Finance Director under the City Manager.  Before taking office, 
these positions are approved by a majority vote of the City Commission.  Preexisting in the 
Charter, the Police Chief and Fire Chief are selected through an application process with three 
finalists interviewed by the City Manager and then chosen for City Commission approval.  In 
addition, the other positions reporting to the City Manager include an Executive Assistant, 
Communications Specialist, Assistant City Manager, Planning Director, a Public Works Director, 
Development Director, IT Manager and Human Resources and Recreation Director.  We have 250 
employees working for the city and we have very strong leadership on the City Commission and 
try to be very responsive to the citizens. Presentations were made by Directors and outside 
persons during the last Charter Review process as to how the Charter impacts their individual 
departments and they also were able to answer questions posed by the members.  Duffy Milkie 
said if any of the members have topics which they would like to have presentations made about 
to submit them so we can plan for it during our meeting time.   
 
Law Director Trevor Hayberger said he is a lifelong resident of Sandusky and will probably be at 
most of these meetings. He sees there may be interest in city staff addressing three or four 
sections and will let everyone know ahead of time.  The State of Ohio’s Open Meetings laws will 
be followed and asked members to not use the “Reply All” feature for emails as this could 
technically could generate a discussion which is in violation of the Sunshine laws. One-on-one 
conversations with him or others are fine.  Discussion need to be had here at the table so they 
are open and transparent.  Duffy Milkie asked about notes taken by the members of the Charter 
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Review Committee and if these are considered public record; Trevor Hayberger said notes are 
typically not considered public records although he always errs on the side of providing them if 
they are available and potentially subject to disclosure. Duffy Milkie said he understands the 
official record or transcript of these meetings is prepared and kept by Clerk Kresser.  Judy Corso 
asked if members of the public will be able to comment during meetings and Trevor Hayberger 
said typically with open meetings, the public has a right to hear but not to be heard. The members 
of the Charter Review Committee can decide if they wish to do this, or not do this. Duffy Milkie 
said gathering information can be an individual pursuit as the members feel necessary in order 
to come to the meeting prepared. Kelly Kresser said if there is a question which comes to her and 
information is gathered for one person and it is pertinent to what is being done as a group, she 
will distribute it to all of the members. Trevor Hayberger said to still work through Clerk Kresser 
for information as a single point of contact.   
 
OPEN DISCUSSION 
Duffy Milkie asked if there is any discussion regarding the first 16 Sections of the Charter.  Tom 
LaMarca said with regarding to Section 30 - Salaries and Bonds, the City Commissioners are 
grossly underpaid when looking at commissioners around the state. Adrianna DeLuca-Guerra said 
Sandusky Commissioners’ salaries have not been adjusted since 1989. Trevor Hayberger said they 
do not receive a full years’ credit with the Ohio Public Employees Retirement System (OPERS) 
and we are below the monthly minimum earned salary to receive credit. He suggested getting 
this at least to the minimum ($155.33/week, or higher).  This is good between now and 2029, but 
suggested it be set at the OPERS minimum rather than at a specific amount. Eric Wobser said 
staff has discussed the minimum amount we are permitted to spend without requiring legislation 
which is currently set at $10,000.  The State of Ohio minimum is $50,000. The city makes very 
small transactions which require legislation to be prepared which allows for an incredible amount 
of staff time and can be burdensome in preparing. We would like to see this be right-sized and 
our Public Works Director and Finance Director can speak to why this is a challenge and why it 
should be discussed for change.  Conor Whelan asked about distribution of documents to the 
members of the Committee. Kelly Kresser said generally everything will be sent electronically; if 
anyone wishes for printed/paper copies of any documents, they may simply ask.  Adriana DeLuca-
Guerra asked if there are other Charter cities to compare to; Dick Brady said there are a host of 
boiler-plate sections for city charters. He said to tailor this research around cities of our size and 
with our type of government. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Upon motion of Jeff Berquist and second of Alex Jones, the members voted to adjourn at 6:06 
p.m. The Chairperson declared the motion passed.   
 
 
                                       
Attest: Kelly Kresser, Clerk     Duffy Milkie, Chairperson  
Date:            /          /             Date:            /          /             
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CALL TO ORDER 
City Commission President Dick Brady called the meeting to order at 5 p.m., after the Pledge 
of Allegiance. 
 
ROLL CALL 
The Clerk called the roll and the following members were present:  Jeff Berquist, Jade Castile, 
Judy Corso, Adriana DeLuca-Guerra, Alex Jones, Kurt Kresser, Tom LaMarca, David Mack, Duffy 
Milkie (Chairman), Melanie Murray, Lisa Sortino and Kima Yandell.    
 
Members absent:  Dru Meredith and Conor Whelan.   
 
Staff Present: Eric Wobser – City Manager and Kelly Kresser – Clerk.   
 
Duffy Milkie said he would like to talk about public input and asked if the members would like 
to include this at the beginning of the meetings for comment specific to the Sections being 
addressed at each. This way the comments made will center around the Sections being covered 
to benefit from the discussion in real time and suggested this being limited to three minutes; it 
can be informational rather than conversational. Tom LaMarca asked about also opening this up 
to public comment at the end of the meeting to discuss issues brought up.  Duffy Milkie said this 
is about the city and its representatives and yes, as appropriate, we should facilitate this. Jade 
Castile asked who would be designated to talk to the media and/or place issues out for 
discussion. Kelly Kresser said she will send Agendas and Minutes to the press release group and 
will post them to the city website on the page created for the Charter Review Committee in 
compliance with the Ohio Public Records laws. Duffy Milkie suggested as the members go 
through each section of the Charter, they should provide any input received from the public and 
then provide their own views and ask if additional information is needed to make a decision.  
This is about coming to a sense of where there is broad consensus for each respective Section. 
After going through the whole Charter, we need to go back with additional information, having 
full input, and get to a final consensus.   
 
PUBLIC INPUT 
Tim Schwanger, 362 Sheffield Way, thanked the committee members for allowing the public to 
comment. The form of government will be a hot topic and there are conversations being had in 
the community about changing to a ward system. Educational experts regarding different forms 
of government should be brought in to speak to the pros and cons of both forms. Commissioner 
qualifications should be cleaned up regarding conflicts of interest as there have been conflicts 
with commissioners who have bid on and received public contracts; our Charter does not give a 
clear and concise answer about being disqualified.  
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DISCUSSION:  CHARTER SECTIONS 1 – 16 
Preamble 
There being no comments regarding the Preamble, Duffy Milkie said we will note no changes are 
recommended to be made to it.    
 
Section 1 – Names & Powers 
There being no comments regarding Section 1, Duffy Milkie said we will note no changes are 
recommended to be made to it.    
 
Section 1a – Tax Rate for Territory within City, but outside Sandusky City School District 
Judy Corso asked if there are territories in the city which do not answer to the Sandusky City 
School (SCS) district. Alex Jones said to his knowledge everything within the city limits is part of 
SCS. Kima Yandell said this is probably confusing for most residents and is not how values are 
assessed for millage. Duffy Milkie said some Sections may require cleaning up for simple 
housekeeping and could be considered all together; we need to understand what they were 
trying to achieve when writing some of this and if it is still relevant in today’s world.  More 
information is needed to really understand what this Section means and if change is required.  
Duffy Milkie said some sections may still be in the Charter because changing them would require 
placement on the ballot for the voters to decide even though they might be unnecessary or 
irrelevant.  
 
Section 1b – Gender 
Kima Yandell said the current use of he/she pronouns does not fit in modern day and in cities like 
Seattle, they would not get away with this. Duffy Milkie said this is the 1989 version and said this 
Section may require changes.   
  
Section 1c – Compliance with Open Meeting Laws 
Judy Corso asked if this section covers Executive Sessions. Alex Jones said he used to work for the 
State of Ohio and there are exemptions to open meetings laws but elected bodies cannot reach 
a decision while in Executive Session. This is all outlined in Ohio’s Sunshine Laws.  Duffy Milkie 
said Sandusky abides by the existing State of Ohio Open Meeting laws which allow flexibility as 
determined by the State. Kelly Kresser said the city’s Charter cannot be made any ‘lesser than’ 
State laws. There being no additional comments regarding Section 1c, Duffy Milkie said we will 
note no changes are recommended to be made to it.    
 
Section 2 – Form of Government 
Jeff Berquist said he has heard more comments over the years in favor of having Wards and has 
lived in cities which governed with them as well as with the City Manager form of government. 
Ward representatives are more receptive to listen to people who live within their ward versus in 
one of seven wards. It is a less expensive ordeal to become a Councilperson or Commissioner 
because they draw directly from their ward, not all around the city. Alex Jones said Sandusky 
currently is divided into 16 precincts and the most natural ward system would be four; most cities 
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with wards are set up geographically. Tom LaMarca said it is a combination of both population 
and the vision of the city; he believes Sandusky was under a ward system back to approximately 
1990 and does not know how it got changed, but he has heard a lot of comments from people in 
different sections of the city who do not feel they are getting attention.  We need to take another 
look at the ward system to see if it has merit and if there is any strength behind it. This seems to 
work for some municipalities and the challenge would be getting persons from a certain ward to 
run for commission in their particular area of representation. Eric Wobser said neighborhood 
lines are used to set up wards and the U.S. Constitution demands one person/one vote; there is 
software to accomplish this. There are a variety of ways to do this and Cleveland’s 17 Council 
members are each elected to a specific ward of approximately 25,000 persons each. In Columbus, 
Ohio, all of the Council members are elected at-large. There are other communities which have 
a blend of at-large seats and ward seats. Lisa Sortino asked if anyone knew how the city would 
be broken up into wards. Duffy Milkie said the question to ask is if there is indeed enough public 
outcry for proposing this to the voters and this work needs to be done. We need to be responsive 
to what we are hearing in the community and determine if there is enough impetus behind it to 
recommend advising the City Commission to place it on the ballot.  Judy Corso said what she has 
heard about wards is people are so specific to needs of their ward as opposed to the needs of 
the whole community. Kurt Kresser said one reason a person would run for the City Commission 
is to represent the city as a whole; in today’s world, people have every opportunity through email, 
social media to contact city staff for their issues.  Issues in a specific area or about certain subject 
matter may be a little more difficult. He also asked what would happen if there were not a person 
to run within a specific ward which could be realistic. Tom LaMarca said there will be three City 
Commission seats available in 2021 and four in 2023; he is not sure if the ward system is right or 
wrong, but those which utilize it are doing fairly well.  Barberton and Avon both have a mix of 
ward and at-large Council members and we should be getting additional input about what works 
and what does not work. Kurt Kresser asked if the current system is broken or if we are just trying 
to get people from each corner of the city to run. Tom LaMarca said he does not know if the 
system is broken, but he has people talk to him about things not getting fixed in their 
neighborhoods. He tells them to talk to people at the city, but they sometimes just want to 
complain and not come forward and is not sure what to do. Duffy Milkie said we are not expecting 
to end this conversation tonight – this is simply to get the issue out on the table. It sounds as if 
there is enough interest in talking about and through this and we will revisit this topic at future 
meetings. We want a government which is responsive to the needs of the people and this section 
may require changes. The question is whether commissioners elected at-large look at different 
parts of the city from the context of the whole because they want to be responsive. Adriana 
DeLuca-Guerra asked why this is specific to seven citizens and Duffy Milkie said this is another 
facet of this Section of the Charter and is another part of this discussion. There are decision-
making dynamics with three, five, seven and nine person Commissions.  Adriana DeLuca-Guerra 
said she does not have any history nor has she done research about this, but it seems like seven 
Commissioners might be too many for a city our size. Jeff Berquist said he has heard both sides 
of this and a Commission make-up of five members would give too much power as only strong 
leaders would sway the city. Kima Yandell asked if this could be put out for public comment.  Eric 
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Wobser said to keep in mind Sandusky is a diverse city with a small minority of African Americans 
(about 27%) and part of having seven seats allows the commission to be more representative for 
having a voice. Duffy Milkie said he does not hear any comments to increase to nine 
commissioners and members of this Committee should be getting feedback from the people 
about this and bring it back to the table, or ask citizens to come to these meetings and express 
their thoughts.  Jade Castile asked how the lines for each ward would be drawn. Eric Wobser said 
the way he has seen this done in the past is every ten years, through the U.S. Census, Sandusky 
would establish a new population and a ward boundary commission would be put into place to 
set them. They would take into account the natural borders between neighborhoods with 
population being King. Half of Sandusky’s population lives in the central part of the city and part 
of an east side ward and a west side ward would be grabbing population to balance it out which 
would dilute the votes in the central part of the city.  Kurt Kresser asked if the current City 
Commissioners addresses are known and Alex Jones said the majority are from the east side and 
wonders what this says.  Duffy Milkie said a ward system would force this issue into play and it 
structurally requires the demand for others to run. One more aspect would be the Strong Mayor 
form of government where the people elect this person rather than a professional City Manager. 
It should be determined if the elected officials are representative of the city and there is 
responsiveness and representation for all concerned.  Kurt Kresser said there would have to be a 
ward system to get someone from the west side to run, but if someone wants to serve the 
community as a whole, it does not matter where they live.  Tom LaMarca asked if someone can 
look back and see how the wards used to be divided. Kelly Kresser said she recalls the ward 
system being proposed on a ballot during her time here but it was defeated. She will see if she 
can find the geographical maps and provide them for informational purposes. Duffy Milkie said 
there is enough interest in Section 2 to bring it back to the table for a deeper discussion and 
invite a professional in to provide external education.   
 
Section 3 – City Commission, Creation & Powers 
Duffy Milkie said this Section outlines the size of the commission, the length of their term, years 
chosen, and term limits.  Kurt Kresser said he does not recall the reason for the three-term limit 
and Eric Wobser said his recollection is this was placed on the ballot for change based on 
conversations about long-serving City Commissioners and people who thought they had too 
much control who wanted to break this up.  In 2016, it was changed due to there being so much 
turnover and a need for stability because things were stabilizing. This was done by the City 
Commissioners at the time rather than by the Charter Review Committee and passed 
overwhelmingly.  Jade Castile said this is also what we see in the office of President of the United 
States and it takes four years to get your feet wet and extending this for one more term was a 
way to continue being productive and providing stability.  Duffy Milkie said it seems like this was 
changed recently and does not hear any recommendations for change or further discussion. 
 
Section 4 – Qualifications 
Jade Castile said the multi-year residency requirement should be one year at the most as this 
discourages people from running. She lived in Columbus for six years but wanted to move back 
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to Sandusky. In spite of being born and raised here, she would have had to wait two years to run 
for commission. This is discouraging for younger people who want to come back and get involved 
in city politics.  Judy Corso said she does not think one year is long enough and there are many 
other ways to get involved and learn about the city and its government before running for the 
City Commission and is in favor of three years.  Lisa Sortino said the first year is the honeymoon 
phase of living in the city and then a decision can be made about staying and being more involved 
and suggested 18 months is long enough. David Mack said there could be potential missed 
opportunities for individuals with a passion and interest in running and we should not dismiss 
these opportunities.  He is interested in looking at a different term for residency. Jeff Berquist 
said one year is too short and three is too long; he suggested 18 months. Duffy Milkie said this 
strikes a great balance between new people with fresh ideas having the ability to get involved 
and likes the proposal for 18 months.  Melanie Murray said she also likes 18 months as she too 
lived here all of her life, left to go to college and came back to Sandusky; three years is more than 
enough time to get involved.  Adriana DeLuca-Guerra said as Sandusky continues to grow, it is 
becoming more attractive to people being rooted here; waiting three years may cause someone 
to lose interest. Lisa Sortino said we really need to evaluate what kind of qualifications 
prospective commissioners should have including their backgrounds such as having felony 
convictions and this should definitely be explored. Alex Jones suggested looking at qualifications 
as opposed to disqualifications. Jeff Berquist said the voters make the final call.  Lisa Sortino said 
she thought she read somewhere convicted felons could not run for office. Jeff Berquist said this 
is not the case in Ohio and also not with the Federal government. Kima Yandell said there are 
many classifications for felonies.  Duffy Milkie said there seems to be a strong consensus with 18 
months (residency), but there is debate about the laws as to what could disqualify a candidate. 
This seems to be about conflicts of interest from a positional standpoint rather than about 
character and leaving the character judgement to the voter. Lisa Sortino said she would like to 
see what other cities have. Duffy Milkie said this Section will be kept open for further 
discussion.  
 
Section 5 – Vacancies 
Judy Corso asked about notifying someone for a vacant seat on the Commission via U.S. Mail as 
she has had a lot of problems with first class U.S. mail; this should be done via registered or 
certified mail. Duffy Milkie said the next highest vote-getter in an election would be the next 
person to be on the commission; failing this, a majority vote is taken by the City Commission.  
This has worked in the past. There being no further comments regarding Section 5, Duffy Milkie 
said we will note no changes are recommended to be made to it.    
 
Section 6 – Salary & Bonds 
Tom LaMarca said our commissioners are grossly underpaid for the work involved in being a City 
Commissioner.  They attend two meetings each month, but they also do a lot to prepare for these 
and put in a lot of other time; $100 per week does not swing it. He compared Sandusky with eight 
other cities across the State of Ohio with comparable budgets and population and the numbers 
run from a low of $7,920 per year (Marysville) to a high of $22,675 per year, plus benefits (Perkins 
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Township).  When averaging these eight cities, it comes up to $13,049 per year and this is 
probably a good starting point. If we also start looking at a ward system of government, a higher 
salary may entice people to run. Alex Jones said a figure was noted at the last meeting regarding 
the Ohio Public Employee Retirement System and the amount of credit hours accumulated to set 
as a minimum. Duffy Milkie said the salary could be adjusted so the pay would always be at this 
level or above. Judy Corso asked if the commissioners receive any other benefits such as health 
insurance; they do not. Melanie Murray said Perkins Township Trustees are provided health 
insurance benefits based on their budget and state law.  Duffy Milkie said Huron has a similarly-
sized Council and their salaries are $9,000. Using inflation, they could be kept at the same place. 
Perhaps setting a salary but adding room for inflation and/or cost of living increases on an annual 
basis without specifying dollar amounts might be the way to do this.  Kurt Kresser said he thinks 
to keep it simple, the salary could be set at $1,000 per month. We also have to look at the number 
of commissioners because multiplying this by seven will be more than by five and the citizens will 
have to be able to swallow this. We have to start somewhere and put this into the city’s budget 
as this will take away from something else. Tom LaMarca said he does not want to discourage 
someone running for the commission although he does not think any of the current ones are 
running for the pay. Duffy Milkie said Perkins Township is paying $66,000 for their political 
leadership, plus benefits, and this would be $9,500 per person with seven commissioners. Lisa 
Sortino said we also need to look at the city’s budget and other things it must manage. Tom 
LaMarca said the city’s budget is roughly about $25 million per year for approximately 24,912 
persons. David Mack said one thing he found useful is when thinking of the city’s budget and 
what Sandusky offers with water and sewer services is to compare this with other communities. 
Tom LaMarca said in most cases, the other cities have Recreation Centers and/or swimming pools 
and does not know how they do it. Duffy Milkie said a City Manager provides oversight and 
management to drive their workforce and is another consideration.  The other consideration in 
Section 6 is the President of the Commission receiving an additional 20% of the weekly salary 
($20) and wonders what others think about this. Kima Yandell said it would make sense for this 
additional amount to be a percentage of the total wage rather than a set amount. Judy Corso 
asked if a $5,000 bond is sufficient; Alex Jones asked if the bond amount should reflect the salary.  
Duffy Milkie said it would be a good idea to do some research and find out what the purpose of 
the bond is and if the current amount is sufficient.  This Section will be kept open for further 
discussion. 
 
Section 7 – President 
Kurt Kresser asked about the paragraph stating the President of the City Commission is the official 
head of government and can take command of the Police and govern the city by Proclamation 
during times of public danger and emergency. He asked if this person would necessarily be 
qualified to do this. There are plenty of qualified administrators within the city to do such a thing. 
Jeff Berquist said he thinks this might be more for this person to pick up the phone to talk to 
agencies like FEMA, or others, during times of Martial Law; Duffy Milkie said this can be undone 
by a majority (four) of the City Commissioners. People need authority in order to unleash 
resources and thinks this is why this is in place as there is a political check. Judy Corso said she 
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thinks it should be the City Manager and/or Police Chief making these kinds of decisions rather 
than the Commission President. Tom LaMarca said if the City Manager is given this ability, there 
is no way to take it away from him whereas if the Commission President is in charge, four other 
commissioners can keep that person in check. Duffy Milkie said he thinks this may be for during 
times of trouble as it allows the elected officials take over. They are elected by the people and 
are the ambassador and/or spokesperson for the city and would need to be the calming voice.  A 
City Manager would need to execute on the emergency plans once the course is set and this 
person would need to make sure to keep the city apparatus running while the other person 
makes the larger calls.  He wonders if this needs to be addressed for placement on the ballot, if 
it has ever been used, and if it is how other governments would handle the hierarchy during an 
emergency.  This Section will be kept open for further discussion. 
 
Section 8 – Municipal Bonds 
Duffy Milkie asked for comments about Section 8; there being none, Section 8 is not 
recommended for change or further discussion. 
 
Section 9 – Clerk & Employees 
Duffy Milkie asked if the Clerk is the only employee who works directly for the City Commission. 
Kelly Kresser said her position and the position of City Manager are the only two employees with 
direct reports to the City Commission.  Judy Corso asked who sets the salary for this position and 
Kelly Kresser said the City Commissioners set the salary and conduct employment evaluations.  
Duffy Milkie said there are no recommendations for change or further discussion for Section 9. 
 
Section 10 – Meetings 
Duffy Milkie said this Section lays out the process for setting meetings or calling special meetings 
and notes compliance with Ohio’s public meeting laws. There being no comments, Section 10 is 
not recommended for change or further discussion. 
 
Section 11 – Penalty for Absence 
Duffy Milkie said Section 11 addresses missing three or more regular meetings in a 90-day period 
causing a person to vacate their seat.  Alex Jones asked if this has ever happened.  Kelly Kresser 
said she only recalls once when a Commissioner who was in the U.S. Navy and was called to active 
duty for an extended period of time.  The Commissioners, at that time, continued to excuse him 
and he was able to keep his seat, but there was debate about continuing to do this after a period 
of time.  Duffy Milkie said he recalls there was mounting political pressure on the Commissioners 
when this happened previously for continuing to excuse him and this is the check.  Jade Castile 
asked if this means there are unlimited absences allowed so long as the other commissioners 
excuse someone. Judy Corso asked if there is contingency for someone with health issues and 
Kelly Kresser said in recent years, there was also a commissioner who was excused for a few 
months and ended up resigning for this reason.  Kurt Kresser said we have to be compassionate 
about these things and also lay down the hammer when necessary. Duffy Milkie said he is not 
hearing recommendations for change or further discussion to Section 11. 
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Section 12 – Legislative Procedure 
Duffy Milkie said this Section outlines the requirement to have a majority of the body to pass 
legislation as opposed to a majority of those commissioners present at a meeting.  Duffy Milkie 
said he is not hearing recommendations for change or further discussion to Section 12. 
 
Section 13 – Ordinance Enactment  
There were no recommendations for change or further discussion to Section 13.   
 
Section 14 – Emergency Measures 
Judy Corso said there has been discussion about Section 14 in the past because everything 
seemed to be an emergency and asked why this is and if the wording needs to be changed.  She 
does not know what the Ohio Revised Code states about this. Alex Jones said this is happening 
quite a bit and asked what is happening on a frequent basis to constitute an emergency.  
Expenditures of a very small amount need Commission action for passage and asked if this is also 
part of Section 25 of the Charter.  He asked if someone can come and speak to the most frequent 
cause(s) of legislation being deemed as an emergency.  Duffy Milkie said in order for ordinances 
to pass, they need to be read at two regular meetings no less than one week apart and this is an 
extended process.  Alex Jones said with two regular meetings and then a 30-day effective period, 
it is basically two months before legislation can be passed.  Duffy Milkie said this Section will be 
kept open for further discussion and input from city staff members. 
 
Section 15 – Record and Publication 
Duffy Milkie said this section outlines putting legislation in the newspaper to let people know 
what is going on. Kurt Kresser said this could cost a lot of money. People now can get information 
through email, the city’s website or other social media and does not know what value this has. 
Kelly Kresser said subscribers to the e-paper would be able to access this on the Sandusky 
Register website. Jeff Berquist said Sandusky has a strong demographic who still read the 
newspaper. Duffy Milkie suggested with the onslaught of information being available 
everywhere, we should see how other communities have wrestled with this issue and then talk 
about whether to modernize this Section rather than reinventing the wheel all on our own.  Tom 
LaMarca said there are many who do not have or use a computer or cell phone and does not see 
this changing now. Kelly Kresser said she can distribute information showing the costs for 
publishing ordinances in the newspaper since the last Charter Review Committee.  When the 
State of Ohio changed how income taxes are collected, Sandusky had to codify its legislation to 
match the State and recalls these cost in excess of $7,000 each time (twice).  Alex Jones asked if 
the state mandates any of this publication; Kelly Kresser said she is only aware of the city’s 
Charter which covers it. Judy Corso asked if it might be feasible to advertise the topic or subject 
matter of an ordinance change and direct people where they can get additional information 
about it. Kelly Kresser said this Section of the Charter would have to change to accomplish this.  
Duffy Milkie said this Section will be kept open for further discussion. 
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Section 16 – Price & Mode of Publication 
Duffy said Sections 15 and 16 run parallel to each other and we can look to other communities 
to see how they are managing this.   
 
REMARKS 
Duffy Milkie asked when the Agendas and Minutes will be distributed for this Committee. Kelly 
Kresser said under normal circumstances, the draft Minutes will be distributed with the Agenda 
within a three-day period prior to each upcoming meeting.   
 
OLD BUSINESS 
None.   
 
NEW BUSINESS 
Jade Castile said she thinks it would be important to hear from the city staff as to how they think 
the government is currently functioning under its current City Manager form.   
 
Duffy Milkie said he hopes everyone has felt they had an opportunity to participate and to speak 
their minds as this is what it is all about: input and consensus-building to ultimately make a 
recommendation to the City Commissioners and then the citizens of Sandusky.   
 
At the next meeting, Duffy Milkie asked the members to be ready to discuss Administrative 
Officers and Departments, Sections 17 – 34 of the City Charter.   
 
PUBLIC INPUT 
Tim Schwanger, 362 Sheffield Way, said when attempts were made five years ago to change term 
limits, it was done because one commissioner had been appointed to fill a vacancy who then ran 
again on the ballot. This would have taken him to serving for six years and he was unable to run 
for a second term because it would have taken him over the eight-year limit. This was the 
explanation given at that time to change; it had nothing to do with stability. Changing to a ward 
system of government would not necessarily increase the number of commissioners and they 
could be both at-large and within a ward. He does not think there will be a stalemate on voting 
with this form. Specific things can only be passed if there is an emergency and there should be a 
clause about selling public property as there would be no avenue for referendum or initiative by 
the citizens.    
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Upon motion of Tom LaMarca and second of Jeff Berquist, the members voted to adjourn at 
7:04 p.m. The Chairperson declared the motion passed.   
 
                                       
Attest: Kelly Kresser, Clerk     Duffy Milkie, Chairperson  
Date:            /          /             Date:            /          /             
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